Abstract
Introduction
The research of thinking characters of cognitive distributed music originated from the engineering simulation of cognitive psychology on the theory of cognitive music. This thinking concentrate more on "distribution", and most of the constituent elements of music can be distinguish recognized by analyzing the distribution pattern corresponding to the intrinsic properties of music [1] . However, this psychology statistics-based "distribution" and the distributed computing in computer science is not the same concept. The thinking of distributing cognition has been widely applied in many research fields already, such as the famous K-K algorithm. The performance of the thinking of cognitive distributed music is shown like below:
(1) It provides a new and comprehensive, accurate and high efficiency way to analyze the elements of musical tuning; (2) In process of musical tuning elements analyzing, it has combined with the method of statistical pattern recognition of traditional vocals signal processing technology; (3) During the process of analyzing and researching of the musical tuning elements, it also has played the advantage of experimental psychology-based approach, rules and model of music theory [2] .
As the core part of musical theoretical concept system, musical tuning system has a close relationship with the most important elements of music. Sound level is a very important concept to decide the structure of musical tuning system and the relationship among its constituent elements [3] . Using music computing architecture to recognize and analyze the composition elements of the musical tuning architecture and the relationship among them, and this is an important task of automatic musical element analysis technology. This article based on the thinking of distributed cognition, proposes the PCDM cleverly through exampling the level and midrange octave forms of organization features of musical theory, and applied to analyze the global feature (musical tuning style) identification tonal system to distinguish the sound level of the organizational model.
Figure 1. Distributed Cognition Theory of Music Foundation Thoughts
As the representative of the thinking based on cognitive distributed musical characteristics, because of the principle that the sound level contour capture audio characteristics is close to MFCC, and it is more suitable than MFCC to set music features' band, so it is widely applied in many works, and based on this, many modified sound level contour have been proposed [5] . All of these PCDM based on the sound level contour have the common feature, that is all of them is a one-dimension feature vector and take the sound stages or sound stages' integer multiple( such as the sound score in a octave) as the characteristic length. Each dimension of the feature vector stand for the energy superposition of all this has a roll-call of the scale within the specified range (usually no more than eight octaves). So the class of sound level contour can describe the distribution of the sound energy level. However, there still exist some problems in the sound level contour class features. Firstly, under the circumstance of describing the whole sound level distribution, sound level contour class features are lack of a description of the internal spectral characteristics of each octave, and only the internal spectral characteristics of each octave can reflect music's composition scale and structure directly. Secondly, sound level contour class features simply superimposed with a roll call of all the same energy scale makes some spectral characteristics to be "flattened", so the sound level contour class features only extract the music audio average spectral characteristics.
Pitch Class Distribution Matrix
Although sound level contour class features have been widely used in much music feature recognition problems, some of its shortcomings mentioned above will affect its effectiveness to count the features of music [6] . So this article proposes a Pitch Class Distribution Matrix (PCDM) based on the thinking of pitch class distribution, and is different from the sound level contour class features. PCDM describes the characteristics in the format of matrix, it is different from the sound level contour class features of onedimensional energy superposition, and it use the feature form of two-dimensional, one dimension represents the direction of the sound level, another dimensional represents the octave's direction [7] . Like this, PCDM not only can describe the status of each sound level energy distribution from the perspective of sound level and describe each band in the spectrum of characteristic, but also can represent important structural elements of polyphonic music effectively. So that the cognitive thinking-based music characteristics like PCDM also has the features of structural music characteristics [8] . Here we use the algorithm like below to produce the features of PCDM on CQT spectrum.
To each musical signal at time point t, the features of its PCDM   PM t is a 
Like this, (t) PM
gives out a two-dimensional description of the whole spectrum distribution of superimposed sound harmonic structure of music at the time point of t. In addition to capture the whole quality of superimposed sounding notes at this moment, (t) PM also can describe the superposition of the spectral distribution of the sound note in the interior of each octave effectively. However, as the description of the musical characteristic, the based on cognitive distributed thinking, during the actually application of (t) PM , it also has the shortcoming of large data storage capacity. As it has defined above, ( PM at the connection of two notes, they not only not required, but would interfere with the identification elements. So when we use the (t) PM actually, firstly, in this article, generally I will do note onset detection. After obtaining time information of each note, I will filter the (t) PM , and choose the (t) PM at the time point of spectral characteristics is prominent stable. Secondly, to the (t) PM at some time point, this article will thinning the data, remove some data points, whose spectral characteristics is not obvious. This can highlight the musical features that the (t) PM described. This practice is like below:
In the formula,
is the matrix after the deal of thinning algorithm. To the common musical works, this is a very rare case that with the same three roll-call, but belongs to different octaves of notes played at the same time. The possibility of three or more such notes played at the same time is much smaller. Therefore, this situation is not in this article. So, this paper uses this music theory rules to thinning 11, No.7 (2016) elements in the same column (belongs to the same sound level) of (t) PM , retain the three largest elements, and set other elements to 0. Although this algorithm is not optimal, and not excises the situation that the same three notes played at the same time, this has significantly reduced the size of the matrix already. Apart from these, when take the complexity of the thinning algorithm matrix into consideration, this thinning algorithm can be accept directly. At the same time of reducing the size of the matrix, thinning algorithm also by comparison of the 0 elements and non-zero elements to highlight the spectral characteristics superimposed notes described by (t) PM .
Musical Tuning Analyze Method Based on the Cognitive Distributing Features

Feature Extraction
Musical tuning is some high or low musical tone, circle around a central tone, which has a sense of stable (vocals), organizing them together by a certain principle, and form a system. From these we can see that: musical tuning is a system constructed by various elements of the musical tuning system, and it can express the features of the whole system, it is decided by the distribution of notes in the musical works. Musical tuning is the only one of the tonality property group reflects the specific structure's long property of the musical work not explicitly [9] .
The testing method based on the distributing characteristics of PCDM proposed by this article is shown in the picture 2 like below:
Figure 2. Musical Tuning Detection Process Based On PCDM
To the target music works, firstly, this paper carry out the CQT transform of b=120, and the range of transform frequency we adopt is 27.5~4186 Hz Hz , across the pitch range of 7 octaves plus 1 small three degrees of sound range, that is the sound name of A0~A8, and there are 88 semitones. This range just covers all tone range of the standard piano keys that can be played, and is the full keyboard pitch range in the true sense [10] .
Based on CQT transformation, this article uses the technology of pitch modification and notes onset detection to deal with the target musical spectrum. Shift the spectrum along the direction of frequency offset correction, and mark the location of the starting point of each note. After starting position of each known note, the method of this article is not for every frame subsequent processing, but after each successive eight for the starting point. This is because of that, from the point of view of the physical properties of sound note, after starting to sound decay time is the most significant period to express the spectral characteristics, so the method used by this article not only can reduce the actual amount of calculation, but also to capture the most effective spectral characteristics. This can form a discontinuous and CQT real value of the spectral density frame sequence after each note's start point, it is referred as the form of
, t is not continuous in time.
After that, to the frame sequence of this discrete CQT spectrum, this article will estimate the pitch. To the data of each frame, this article will use the method of "PreFEst" to extract the fundamental frequency, and form the pitch sequence corresponding to CQT frame sequence. This is referred as the form of 
In the part of complex music, for the harmonic structure of every moment, the most important and largest contribution to the sense of hearing is the part of melodic, which is the root sound. The pitch of the root sound is measured by the fundamental frequency at that time. So this paper will test the fundamental frequency of time frame sequence at this time. Then weighting the CQT spectral according to the test results, this is equivalent to highlight the spectral characteristics of the root sound of the harmonic structure, in order to identify the tuning from the harmonic structure much more effectively [11] .
Furthermore, extract the PCDM features from CQT spectral densities frame sequence [t,k] y , which is weighted by the PCDM producing algorithm, and it is referred as (t) PM .
Musical Tuning Recognition
In this paper, I transform the cognitive distributed signature sequence into the tuning recognizer for processing to get the result of the tuning recognizing, and the tuning recognizer is constructed by the well trained TANN net. To the TANN net structure that I used in this article is like below: 7 (2016) To the net structure of TANN, it is changeable in different situation, to the application of tuning recognition in this section, I adopt this type of TANN, which is a four layer structure and has two hidden layers. Every input unit of the input layer connects to every unit of the first hidden layer, which is fully connected. And every unit of the first hidden layer connects to three units of the input layer. The connection type of first and second hidden layer is the same as the connection type of the input and first hidden layer, apart from that each of the unit of the second hidden layer connects to five units in first hidden layer. Each of the output unit is also fully connected. The design of this connecting type is based on the principle like below: the higher unit should learn to give out judgment based on the lower layer within a much wider time range. To these input characteristics of noncontinuous time series, the TANN net process it with two steps.
Figure 3.Tunning Recognizer TANN
Time delay-time delay mechanism includes two layers: within the harmony structure and among the harmony structure. Because of us only choose these eight data-after the onset of each note in this article. Therefore, we should do time delay accumulation of the length characteristics of the notes (harmonic structure). Meanwhile, because of the requirement of tuning recognition, we should also do delay among the notes. In order to demonstrate its necessity, we propose a new concept of tuning key unit. This article thinks that, to a musical work only with one tuning style, tuning key unit refers to the shortest length of music section that can determine its modal correctly. The length of the tuning key unit has something to do with the individual subjective judgment and objective environmental conditions. If take these person, who have received the professional training already, as the individual of subjective judgment, so the tuning key unit can be very short. If take these person, who can't understand the music, as the individual of subjective judgment, the tuning key unit may be infinite. The objective environmental conditions also can affect the tuning key unit, such as the noisy environment will increase the length of the tuning key unit. According to the classical musical theory, this article thinks that, whatever the cognitive objective is, the limited length of the tuning key unit should usually between three and four continuous normal chord, if shorter than this length, you may not have enough tuning elements (scales, chords) to identify specific tuning. So, during the process of tuning recognition, this article will import the concept of tuning element. Use the tuning element as the basic recognition unit of tuning to replace the traditional recognition unit, which takes the frame as the base unit: divide every three notes of the discontinuous characteristic sequence of PM(t) into a unit artificially, then each unit satisfies the condition of tuning elements (containing three consecutive harmonic structure). Like this, In order to enable the network to identify the tuning successfully, we should do time delay in every tuning elements-cumulate the characteristics sequence's time delay of the three harmonic structure. This is the time delay principle among the of harmony mechanism.
Integration-integration consists of two steps: time integrating and frame integrating. It should be noted that, no matter is time integrating or frame integrating, it's only for the harmony structure's internal continuous feature sequence, and no integration will be carried out among the three harmony structure.
The output of TANN net consists of 24 outputs; they present 12 major scales and 12 natural minors. If the output represents corresponding tuning is "1" or close to "1", and other output is close to "0", we think that the tuning has been detected. We adopt the training method of EEF to train the network.
Tuning Smoothing
The method adopt in this section takes the tuning elements as the unit length to detect the tuning, that is to say, corresponding tuning of each music section within the length of tuning element can be detected , it is inevitably that maybe the adjacent music section can detect out of different type of tuning. However, in general musical works, the change of the tuning is not so drastic like this; in the whole of many songs, they remained the same tuning. Although a part of the musical work, especially modern pop music, within the whole song, the tuning is not remains unchanged, it often turn or move away from the musical performance practices, no matter it is transpose or move away, its frequency is very low, and rarely appear the case that in the same piece of music repeatedly turned to the emergence of different tuning. This is what we will do after we detect the tuning. We should smooth this local test result with dramatic changes into the correct tuning, and make sure not to ignore the real turn (away) point.
Compared to the old tuning testing works, most of which usually only consider only a single tuning of musical works, the tuning testing algorithm has the advantages like below: we introduce the cognitive distributed features, which is close to the human's cognitive mechanisms. Use the TANN to simulate human's cognitive and identified mechanisms. And propose that by using the concept of tuning elements to test the target music's tuning section by section, and also take the tuning's change into consideration. Then give out the method of tuning smoothing under the circumstance of the tuning change is permitted, this can improve the efficiency of tuning recognition.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Choosing of the Experimental Sample
The data of tuning detecting experiment are these music clips that all come from different style and actually played, the audio frequency are all take the format of wav (22.05kHz sampling, 16 bit quantify and only has one sound channel). These data are all from five most common styles like the Table 1 has shown. All of the callouts (tuning changing at every moment in all sections and the tuning change time point) referred above are all from standard music textbooks and tablature. Due to a small part of live version is improvisation, so it makes this section is different to the standard. In this regard, we invite professionals (students from the department of music) to mark the sense of hearing. More than two thirds of the music data is used to train the network, and the last one third is used to test.
Analyzing of the Result
To the training of the TANN recognizer, it adopts this two-stage training mode. Firstly, we run the professional notation software Overture 4.0 and combine with the mixing software HQ Orachestral VSTi to produce a tuning template of every major scale and natural minor. To each tuning we produce 20 such template, and we produce 480 this template in total, and use these template to train the network of TANN. Then, in the second step, put two thirds of the music sections (152sections in total) in this experiment into the network and complete to train the network. In the well trained TANN network, this article carry out the performance of testing of tuning detection.
Firstly, using the comparison experiment to test the performance of weighted in the PCDM using the fundamental frequency estimation, which is used to recognize the tuning, the result is shown in Table 2 . Here, the main indicators to measure the fundamental mechanism for evaluating the performance are these: the accuracy of the test point of tone change in the music section (pre), the rate of recall (rec) and the accuracy of the music tuning detection. They can get through the formula below: Through this experiment we can see that, although the method of fundamental frequency detection has not reached an ideal correct recognizing rate, when it is used to strengthen (weighted) the spectral characteristics, it still have some improvements for tuning recognition method in this article-no matter the recognition of the tuning change points or the recognition of the whole tuning, it has an improvement in it. But this improvement is not very obvious, such as the accuracy of the detection of the tuning change point is still no more than 50%, and the accuracy of tuning detection only improve no more than 3%.
Then, to find out the function that the tuning smoothing mechanisms have on the whole method, we carry out the comparison experiment, and the result is shown in the Table 3 . Through this experiment we can find out that, when process the continuous audio without using onset detection, there appears a lot of tuning changes point, the recognizing efficiency of the system become very poor, and the accuracy of the system tuning recognizing also reduce a lot. But to many system added error information at the start point manually, we can see that the error starting point information makes the accuracy of the tuning change point dramatically drop. Meanwhile, the rate of tuning recognition also decreased. So, from these we can see that the starting point of the system is very important. At last, give out the experimental detail of the tuning detection method proposed in this section, it is shown in Table 5 .From the result of classify we can see that, to this music section with vocals of other music style, the tuning detecting method performance much better on classical music and light music; these having vocals and rhythm intense, and with complex orchestration, the efficiency of tuning change point detection will become relatively poor. That is to say, the method we used in this article is has a certain degree of sensitivity to the music style, the main reason of this is that different styles of music express different characteristics in spectrum, this article is based on this method to process the music, and the spectrum characteristics of such classical music can be captured much more easier.
Conclusion
In this article, it propose an analyze technology of tuning elements based on the features of pitch distribution.
Firstly, from the point of distributed to bring out the hypothetical model of cognition that the researchers have on the music based the view of the characters of sound level distribution matrix (PCDM). PCDM not only can describe the status of each sound level energy distribution from the perspective of sound level and describe each band in the spectrum of characteristic, but also can represent important structural elements of polyphonic music effectively. So that the cognitive thinking-based music characteristics like PCDM also has the features of structural music characteristics.
Based on this, combining with the technology of music signal processing, we propose an analyze technology framework of musical tuning elements based on cognitive distributed features: use the technology of CQT, sound pitch modification, notes' onset detection, fundamental frequency estimation to do some front-end processing, then extract the features of PCDM, and transform the features sequence into to network of TANN to identify.
At last, based on the database consists of many different music styles to carry out the corresponding tuning detecting comparison experiment, such as onset detecting, fundamental estimating, tuning smoothing. According to these to prove the validity of the method based on the features of PCDM.
